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Abstract - Network virtualization can potentially overcome Internet classification. This technology lets multiple virtual 

networks run on a shared physical infrastructure. A key step lies in mapping a virtual network request to a resource 

allocation in the network substrate. Previous approaches to this network embedding problem assumed the request will ask 

for specific resources, such as network capacity or computing power. However, the end-user is more interested in 

performance. This paper therefore considers a different request format, namely a request will ask for a certain quality of 

service (QoS). The infrastructure provider must then determine the resource allocation necessary for this QoS. In particular, 

the provider must take into account user reaction to perceived performance and adjust the allocation dynamically. To this 

end, we propose an estimation mechanism that is based on analyzing the interaction between user behavior and network 

performance. This approach can dynamically adjust resource estimations when QoS requirements change. Our simulation 

based experiments demonstrate that the proposed approach can satisfy user performance requirements through 

appropriate resource estimation. Moreover, our approach can adjust resource estimations efficiently and accurately. 

 

Index Terms: Virtual Network Embedding; Resource Allocation; Network Virtualization; Traffic Equilibrium; Quality of 

Service. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Although the Internet has been a tremendous success in providing a variety of (packet-delivery based) services, the Internet’s 

rapid growth and deployment have also become obstacles to modification of its current architecture and adoption of new protocols. 

Specifically, due to the coexistence of multiple ISPs, such modifications require their mutual agreement. However, given their 

conflicting policies and goals, ISP agreement is hard to achieve. Network virtualization is viewed as a potential approach to 

overcome the ossification problem of the Internet. In a network virtualization environment, several virtual networks (VNs) with 

heterogeneous resources can coexist over a shared physical infrastructure. Service providers can create their own VNs by leasing 

resources from infrastructure providers and Offering customized end-to-end services without significant modifications to the 

physical infrastructure. That is, one advantage of network virtualization is that VNs can satisfy a variety of customized requirements. 

When service providers generate VN requests, they can specify resources for every virtual node and link. Thus, when a VN 

embedding process maps a VN request onto specific physical nodes and links in the substrate network, it must result in satisfaction 

of constraints on virtual nodes and links. Since substrate resources shared by VNs are finite, the VN embedding problem is one of 

the fundamental challenges in network virtualization. That is, an efficient VN embedding is necessary to increase resource 

utilization. However, the VN embedding problem has been proven to be NP-hard. 

 

Current Approaches 

Addressing this problem has been an active area of researches, with a number of heuristics having been proposed, where some 

of the works restrict the problem space in order to enable efficient heuristics and reduce complexity. 

These limitations include:  

- considering offline versions of the problem and assuming all virtual network requests are known in advance  

- assuming that resources are unlimited without the need for admission control and 

- Focusing on specific topologies focus on finding optimal reconfiguration policies that can minimize cost focus on a 

family of backbone-star topologies and aim at finding the best topology. Use the multi-commodity flow algorithm to 

solve the VN embedding problem.  

The works in do not restrict the problem space and consider link and node constraints together with admission control 

mechanisms. All of these works consider the online version of the problem propose a two stage mapping algorithm based on shortest 

path and multi-commodity flow algorithm. In addition, they allow path splitting and migration consider node and link mapping in 

one stage. Their approach is faster than the two-stage approach, especially for large virtual networks with high resource 

consumption. Such works assume that VN requests indicate the exact amount of required resources (e.g., “the capacity of a link 

between two nodes should be 10 Mbps”). Then, heuristics are designed to achieve objectives defined from the perspective of 

infrastructure providers, e.g., balancing load, maximizing revenue, and minimizing cost However, from the perspective of service 

providers, the main concern is having sufficient resources to support a certain   level of service quality. Existing efforts are not 

concerned with this, i.e., they do not consider what resources are required to support a needed quality of service (QoS), which is 

an important consideration for service providers. 
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Our Alternative Formulation 

To this end, this paper proposes an alternative approach - namely that of considering QoS as a constraint. That is, when VN 

requests are made, service providers should be able to use the minimum required QoS as constraints of that request, rather than the 

amount of resources needed. It is typically not straightforward to determine the amount of resources that should be requested in 

order to satisfy a desired level of QoS. Thus, we reconsider the problem in this light. There are three roles in virtual networks: 

infrastructure providers, service providers, and customers, where each role has different goals: 

 

• Infrastructure providers typically focus on balancing the load, maximizing revenue, and minimizing cost 

• Service providers typically focus on maximizing revenue (e.g., by supporting as many customers or requests as possible); 

they are the intermediaries between customers and infrastructure providers. 

• Customers typically focus on quality of service, such as downloading time (in file downloading applications) or bit-rate (in 

video viewing applications).  

Previous efforts largely focus on infrastructure providers. Our work also includes a focus on service providers as well as 

customers. Specifically, in contrast to previous efforts, we consider and focus on the use of QoS as a Constraint in the VN embedding 

problem. 

In this paper, we consider two types of services, web and videos (e.g., YouTube). These two types of traffic correspond to more 

than 60% of the Internet’s traffic in North America. As mentioned above, from the perspective of service providers, revenue 

maximization is an important goal. Several metrics can be used to evaluate revenue. For example, service providers can measure 

how many customers they can support or how many requests (connections) can be completed over a certain time period. In this 

paper, we use connection completion rate as our QoS constraint, i.e., when generating a VN request, service providers would specify 

a desired connection completion rate. Since connection completion rates are affected by network conditions and user behavior, 

service providers should consider these two factors when requesting resources for a specific connection completion rate. The 

difficulty with using connection completion rates for provisioning is that users react to QoS, so their demand becomes a moving 

target. To model this user reaction, decompose traffic equilibrium into user demand and network supply and then apply this model 

to web traffic. The user curve and network curve intersect to determine traffic equilibrium. We adopt their model and extend it to 

support video traffic by considering different user behavior characteristics. 

 

Our Contribution 

Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows. Unlike previous efforts, we focus on the use of QoS as a constraint 

in the VN embedding problem. We develop models and corresponding techniques that allow determination of resource amounts 

needed to satisfy QoS constraints. In this paper, we adopt the model proposed in extend it to video traffic by considering different 

user behavior characteristics. Moreover, we develop a corresponding mechanism to estimate traffic equilibrium when different link 

capacities are given. The mechanism allows infrastructure providers and service providers to determine the amount of resources 

needed to satisfy QoS constraints efficiently, particularly when user behavior and QoS constraints change dynamically. In addition 

to connection completion rate, we also consider QoS metrics from the perspective of customers. We propose an algorithm which 

estimates the amount of resources needed by considering multiple QoS constraints simultaneously. We demonstrate how our 

approach can be used by infrastructure providers by offering them insight into efficient resource mapping in a network virtualization 

environment. 

Our extensive validation results demonstrate that our estimation mechanism is accurate. Our proposed approach is orthogonal 

to (and can be combined with) existing efforts. 

II. BACKGROUND 

 

 
Surfing session model 

In this paper, we adopt the traffic equilibrium analysis model for web traffic proposed. For completeness of presentation, we 

first provide a summary of background information needed in the remainder of this paper; for clarity of presentation, several figures 

are reproduced here.We present our proposed model.Consider traffic equilibrium as a balance between an inflow controlled by 

users and an outflow controlled by the network . That is, the number of active connections is controlled by users, where the network 

conditions affect how fast a connection can be completed. Since users react to congestion, the interaction between users and the 

network form a loop: 
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1. TCP’s control mechanism reduces congestion window due to network congestion. 

2. The reduced congestion window causes downloading time to increase, so users may generate fewer connections or 

abort connections. 

3. User reaction reduces the number of active connections and, consequently, TCP increases transfer rate per connection. 

4. The increased downloading rate encourages users to launch more connections, thus causing congestion to increase, 

looping back to 1. 

This loop makes it hard to reason about the shift in an equilibrium when there is a flash crowd, or some link break. Use a surfing 

session model for user behavior, it is assumed that the session arrival rate, is independent of network congestion because users are 

unaware of network conditions until they arrive. In each session, a user generates requests, e.g., by clicking on hyperlinks, buttons, 

etc. Each click may launch multiple responses, and the traffic sent to the user is termed a download. For simplicity, we use the 

terms download and connection interchangeably in what follows. 

After a click, a user waits for download completion. When the user enters the wait state, two different cases are possible, wait 

abort state and wait-complete state, i.e., if the downloading time is too long due to network congestion, the user may decide to abort 

the download. The probability of aborting a download. After the user aborts a download, it may retry again. Otherwise, it quits the 

session. If the user completes the download, it enters the think state. Then, it may click (generate another request) or finish the 

session. Focusing on the wait-state is defined as the average number of ongoing concurrent downloads in the wait state. This k is a 

measure of network congestion. 

 

 
User and network curve 

The wait-state is decomposed into a user – network model. This model includes a user demand curve and a network supply 

curve rout. The user curve represents the relationship between the unabated click rate and the congestion level, and the network 

curve describes the relationship between the rates of completed downloads.  

 

 
File downloads 

III. PROPOSED MECHANISM 

Below, we extend the traffic equilibrium analysis model to video traffic. Moreover, based on the traffic equilibrium analysis 

model, we design a mechanism to estimate the amount of resources needed to satisfy Quality of Service   constraints. We then 

demonstrate how infrastructure providers can use our mechanism. We present the evaluation of our mechanism. 
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Traffic Equilibrium Analysis Model Extension 

The work presented in only considers web traffic. We now extend the model to videos by considering different user behavior 

characteristics. In this paper, we use YouTube as an example of video traffic. YouTube provides video sharing services and allows 

users to upload videos of up to 15 minutes in length. We also describe how to apply our model to long videos (e.g., movies). 

In web services, a user aborts a download mostly because it is slow. In video sharing services, however, a user may abort a 

download for other reasons. Gill et al. have studied the YouTube system and found that approximately 24% of video downloads 

were interrupted. They argued that there were two main reasons for users to abort connections before the video ended:  

(1) Poor performance due to slow downloading rate (i.e., as in web services);  

(2) Poor content quality (e.g., video content is uninteresting, or video resolution is low) 

Because user behavior is different in video sharing services, the model described above cannot be applied directly, and the two 

cases described above need to be reconsidered. We define the downloading rate of a connection is too slow and as the probability 

that users abort a connection because of poor content quality, even if the downloading rate is fast. 

The above assumes that users will view the entire video, if they do not abort a video download. Since more than 75% of videos 

on YouTube are within 300 seconds, we believe that this assumption is reasonable. However, this assumption may not be valid 

when considering Video-on-Demand (VoD) services that provide long videos, such as movies have studied user behavior in VoD 

systems where a typical file is roughly 100 minutes in length. They found that more than 75% of sessions were terminated within 

25 minutes. Most of the users just scanned through videos rather than watched the entire movie. In such a case, we can use a 

threshold to define what a completed connection is. If a connection is killed after this threshold is reached, then we consider this 

kill as not an abort. The threshold can be defined in terms of time, fraction of video length, etc. Moreover, compared to short video 

sharing systems, user behavior in VoD type systems is more complicated, e.g., users may seek forward or backward while viewing 

a movie. Such user behavior may change time spent viewing a video. In our model, the time users spend viewing a video is required 

information. Thus, given such information, our model can be applied to long videos. An important consideration in this paper is 

that users do react to network congestion. It is a reasonable model for web and video traffic when users are monitoring their session’s 

progress. However, when users download a large file, such monitoring may not occur (they may take a break, do something else, 

etc.). Have studied such nonreactive connections and found that such traffic may cause a loss of equilibrium and induce a 

performance collapse. 

We therefore assume there is a separate mechanism (e.g., admission control) for dealing with non-reactive flows, and focus only 

on reactive connections in this paper 

 

Performance Estimation Mechanism 
In this paper, we consider service providers as well as customers. We have described the traffic equilibrium analysis model for 

web and video traffic above. This model is based on a user – network model that separates user and network behavior into two 

curves, and the traffic equilibrium occurs where these two curves intersect. We use connection completion rate at the equilibrium 

point as a Quality of Service   metric from the perspective of service providers. We develop a mechanism to estimate the amount 

of resources needed to satisfy such a Quality of Service constraint. Then, we propose an algorithm for estimating the amount of 

resources needed when different Quality of Service constraints are requested. 

 

1) Connection Completion Rate: To calculate the connection completion rate, we would need to know user behavior 

characteristics and network conditions. For example, user arrival rate in the daytime is typically higher than at night. Thus, to 

maintain the same Quality of Service, infrastructure providers should allocate more capacity in the daytime. Moreover, service 

providers may make requests for higher Quality of Service. They may expect a higher connection load from customers. If the 

necessary information is not available (e.g., initially), traffic conditions need to be measured. However, since network equilibrium 

changes with time, it is not efficient to measure traffic conditions continuously. One possible approach for infrastructure providers 

to cater to changing demands of customers and service providers is to increase capacity gradually and then check whether the 

assigned resources can satisfy the Quality of Service requirements. Although straightforward, this method is inefficient and slow. 

We therefore use our demand/supply model to develop a mechanism that can estimate the amount of necessary capacity based on 

measurement data collected by infrastructure providers. We note that each VN can run its own services. Because user behavior 

differs from service to service, we assume that the data used for estimation purposes must be collected from the same type of service, 

e.g., data collected from web services should not be applied to video services. Since, in their basic construction, the models presented 

above are similar, we use the model for web traffic as an example to demonstrate the proposed mechanism. Recall that the traffic 

equilibrium is a balance between an inflow controlled by users and an outflow due to the network. 

 

Virtual Network Embedding 

We presented the traffic equilibrium analysis model proposed our estimation mechanism for the amount of resources. In this 

section, we explain in detail how infrastructure providers can use our mechanism to calculate the amount of resources needed. Here, 

service providers can ask for a certain Quality of Service (e.g. connection completion rate) instead of the amount of resources (e.g. 

capacity) in virtual network requests. Infrastructure providers need to estimate the amount of resources which should be assigned 

to satisfy the Quality of Service   specifications. Moreover, the infrastructure providers should also be able to modify resource 

allocations dynamically. Our mechanism allows infrastructure providers to efficiently estimate the amount of capacity necessary to 

satisfy such requests, based on existing data from earlier measurements. However, there is a requirement for our resource estimation 

mechanism: infrastructure providers should have measured for a particular application. If infrastructure providers do not have such 

data, they cannot use the estimation mechanism propose to address this issue, we propose an iterative approach. 
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Suppose the service provider specifies a value for connection completion and the infrastructure provider must determine the 

capacity allocation C for the corresponding virtual link. The infrastructure provider has to collect data. Since they do not have data 

on user behavior at the beginning of this process, if better estimates of user behavior data become available. 

IV. EVALUATION 

Evaluation Environment 

We use measurement to generate a substrate 

Network topology. In designed Rocketfuel, a mapping engine, to measure router-level ISP topologies. We use the Tiscali 

topology of the Rocketfuel’s trace. The topology has 276 nodes and around 400 links, a scale that corresponds to a medium-size 

ISP. The link capacities follow a uniform distribution from 40Mbps to 200Mbps. We consider two services, web and video. For 

web services, each download transfers thirty 536-byte packets. The settings are the same as used for 

Services, the file size of a video is 10MBytes. These settings are based on measurement results. We use the ns-2 simulators 

evaluate the network curve. We determine from the network curve simulation. We randomly select two end nodes from the Tiscali 

topology to form a path. We consider the path as a virtual link between these two nodes. Then, we use dumbbell configurations 

with k sources sending data to k destinations over this virtual link, where the k sources are attached to one end node, and the k 

destinations are attached to the other node. Although there is only one topology in the experiments, traffic is generated over multiple 

virtual links, with each link having its own topology. To maintain k concurrent connections, all sources are in busy states all the 

time. After, the user curve can be plotted as collected traces are analyzed and found to be close to 0.97. We can then use to determine 

from the network curve simulation and do a linear regression fit to determine. We give examples of user/network curves for web 

and video traffic respectively.  

 

Accuracy of Performance Estimation Mechanism 

We presented our performance estimation we collect data from ns2. The capacity for web Traffic and for video traffic is 1Mbps 

and 20Mbps, respectively. We use this data as measurement data in the estimation mechanism. First, we fix the value for web and 

video traffic and use different connection completion rate requirements to simulate service providers changing Quality of Service 

requirements. For web service, the maximum value is about 8, so we pick a Quality of Service value uniformly at random between 

4 and 80 for the connection completion rate; for video service, the maximum value is about 0.25, and we similarly pick a QoS value 

between 0.2 and 2. To satisfy this changing QoS, an infrastructure provider should be able to allocate capacity dynamically. When 

a connection completion rate is given, we determine the estimated capacity, using our mechanism; we use ns2 to determine the 

actual amount of capacity needed. We then fix the connection completion rate (QoS) requirement. This scenario simulates the case 

where the user arrival rate changes dynamically. For web service is selected uniformly at random between 0.2 and 2; for video 

service is similarly chosen between 0.01 and 0.1. The infrastructure provider has to adjust resource allocation to satisfy the fixed 

Quality of Service requirement. We calculate the error rate and depict the results in that our mechanism can estimate the amount of 

resources needed accurately in both scenarios. In this evaluation, we only use measurement data corresponding to a particular 

capacity for each service. If infrastructure or service providers have multiple sets of measurement data (e.g., data measured from 

different bandwidth capacities), they should be able to improve accuracy. 

 

Robustness: Effect of Link Delay and buffer Sizes 

Infrastructure providers use our mechanism to estimate the amount of resources needed. Till now, the main link information 

used in this paper is link capacity. Since the data measurements can be collected from different links, we need to consider the 

different possible settings of each link (e.g., RTT and buffer sizes). Here, we evaluate the impact of link delay and buffer sizes on 

our performance estimation mechanism. We use web traffic as an example. The default settings are: capacity of 1Mbps, link delay 

of 20ms, and buffer size of 50. We increase link delay to 40ms in the first experiment, and we increase buffer size to 100 in the 

second experiment 

(a) The network curve and the user curve in web services. 

(b) The network curve and the user Curve in video services. 

We observe the network equilibrium under different settings. When the number of concurrent connections is small dominated 

by RTT when the number of concurrent connections is large enough, determined by bandwidth capacity, rather than RTT. Moreover, 

the user curves are almost the same and are not affected by link delay. Thus, variability in link delays does not affect the network 

equilibrium significantly. When the number of concurrent connections is large, because packets experience longer queuing delays. 

When congestion starts, long queuing delays make the situation worse, so the network curve decreases more rapidly. Nonetheless, 

the connection completion rate at equilibrium is robust with respect to congestion level. To evaluate the effect of link delay and 

buffer sizes on our mechanism, we randomly select path from our topology and collect traffic data from this path. Then, we randomly 

select 50 paths which have different link delays and buffer sizes and assign different Quality of Service requirements to each of 

them. We use the data collected from path to estimate the amount of resources needed for these 50 paths. We also collect traffic 

data from the 50 paths. We compare the estimation results based on data collected from path with the actual measurement results 

from the 50 paths. The resulting average error rate is less than 10%. In summary, the results demonstrate the robustness of our 

mechanism with respect to variability in link delays and buffer sizes. 

 

Heterogeneous User Behavior and File Sizes 

In the experiments above, we use homogeneous user behavior and file sizes. The values of file size are fixed. However, in real 

systems, user behavior and file sizes are heterogeneous. Here, we evaluate the accuracy of using average values in estimating 
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performance under heterogeneous environments. We now describe the settings of the homogeneous and the heterogeneous 

environments. 

• Homogeneous: For web services, each download transfers thirty 536-byte packets. For video services, the average file size of 

a video is 10 Mbytes. 

• Heterogeneous: For web services, the number of packets each download transfers follows a uniform distribution from 25 to 

35. The size of each packet is 536 bytes.  

For video services, the video file size follows a uniform distribution from 5 MBytes to 15 MBytes The capacity for web and 

video traffic is 1 Mbps and 30 Mbps, respectively. We can observe that the performance of these two settings is almost the same 

when the number of concurrent connections is small. When the number of concurrent connections becomes large, the performance 

of the heterogeneous setting is worse than the performance of the homogeneous setting. This is not unexpected, as the variability in 

the heterogeneous setting (as compared to the homogeneous one) likely results in degraded performance. 

The error rate of using average values to estimate performance under heterogeneous settings is higher. However, the error rate 

increases only by about 2%. The results demonstrate that our mechanism still can estimate the amount of resources needed 

accurately (with a less than 10% error) in the homogeneous and the heterogeneous environments. 

V. DISCUSSION 

Resource Estimation at Service Providers 

Here, we discuss how service providers can use our mechanism. Previous work assumes that service providers will ask for a 

specific amount of resources when they send infrastructure providers a virtual network request .Thus, our approach can complement 

previous efforts. Specifically, when service providers want to create a new virtual network, they can define the minimum Quality 

of service which should be achieved. They can then calculate the required capacity allocation. Then, they can send infrastructure 

providers VN requests and ask for that resource amount. Infrastructure providers can then use other approaches to assign resources. 

However, there is a limitation when service providers use our mechanism. In our mechanism TCP throughput of an isolated 

connection when the number of concurrent connections is low. There are several factors that can affect TCP throughput, such as 

RTT and buffer sizes W Since service providers do not know which physical paths will be assigned, the only information they have 

is the capacity of the virtual link. Other network information (e.g., RTT and buffer sizes) is typically unavailable.  

 

Network or application configurations: In this paper, we do not focus on any particular configuration for specific services or 

customized protocols. However, today, some service providers tune TCP to improve their performance. For instance, Google 

modifies TCP on their routers for better performance. Some applications may open multiple connections to reduce downloading 

time. Moreover, find that buffering algorithms in video services have an impact on user engagement. These configurations may 

change network equilibrium by affecting the network curve or the user curve. Since our approach focuses on a generic case, such 

issues are outside the scope of this paper and are part of future efforts.  

Combining with existing efforts: A number of heuristics have been proposed to address the VN embedding problem. Such 

work assumes that VN requests indicate the exact amount of resources required. Our approach can be combined with these efforts 

to estimate the amount of required resources. 

Here we propose two mechanisms to simplify Virtual network embedding:  

i) split a virtual link over multiple substrate paths and 

ii) path migration.  

However, there is no conflict between our approach and path splitting and migration mechanisms, and our approach can also be 

used together with these mechanisms. We described how to use our mechanism at the infrastructure provider and at the service 

provider side above. If path splitting and migration are allowed, our mechanism can be used by the infrastructure provider only. We 

believe that service providers should ask for specific Quality of Service requirements, rather than for specific capacity. The rational 

for this is that the sum of Quality of Service metrics obtained from split paths may not be equal to the Quality of Service achieved 

on a single path. Because service providers do not know whether infrastructure providers will split paths or not, it is difficult for 

service providers to ask for appropriate amounts of resources to achieve their Quality of Service goals. Therefore, service providers 

should send infrastructure providers virtual network requests with Quality of Service requirements instead. The goal of 

infrastructure providers would then be to make sure that the Quality of Service achieved over all paths can satisfy these Quality of 

Service requirements. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We introduced an alternative direction for VN requests, namely that of using as constraints. In contrast to previous efforts that 

assume a VN request will indicate the amount of resources needed, we suggested that service providers can use Quality of Service 

as constraints when generating VN requests. We focused on two popular services, web and videos, and proposed an allocation 

mechanism based on analysis of interaction between user behavior and network performance in different services. This mechanism 

can be used to estimate the amount of resources needed. It can also dynamically adjust resource allocations. Our simulation-based 

experiments demonstrate that the mechanism can satisfy Quality of Service requirements through appropriate resource allocation. 

Moreover, our approach can adjust resource allocations efficiently and accurately. 
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